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Welcome to the first week of our joint
Early Years Newsletter, where we will
share all that our Nursery and Reception children have been learning in a
different format. The teachers in
Nursery and Reception plan together to ensure cohesion across the year groups. This also helps to support the
learning objectives in the new Early Years curriculum. We plan
activities that are differentiated to meet the needs of all of
the children in our Early Years.
This week our theme has been very autumnal where Reception
children have focussed on the book ‘Pumpkin Soup’ and Nursery
children have looked at the book ‘Hedgehugs’. We have had a
huge array of activities on offer and the example below shows
how we can offer similar activities, with differentiated learning outcomes;
We set up mark making areas inside
and outside where children used tools
made out of natural resources (sticks,
leaves or pine cones). We even wrote
with carrots this week too! The
Nursery children were encouraged to
make meaningful marks or write any
letter sounds that they know. The Reception children were encouraged to
write letter sounds or words, as well
as mix different consistencies of mud
to draw and write with.

We all created Autumn tree pictures. The
Nursery children practiced their fine motor
control creating the picture with pre given
Autumn colours using stamps. The Reception
children were encouraged to select their own
colours and discuss the effects that the
change of season has on the environment.
They created pictures using cotton buds and
some children painted falling leaves. The finished artwork looked superb!

Some other examples of Autumn
activities the children carried out
this week were;
Hammering golf tees into pumpkins to
help strengthen hand muscles.
Making pumpkin or vegetable soup
whilst developing their language
skills.
Our outdoor conker run was a huge
success in Reception, helping to develop teamwork and resilience.

Reminders
Our next books in Nursery and Reception:
We continue with the theme of Autumn next week and will be reading a variety of Autumn books, both fiction and non
fiction.

As we move into the final week of the
first half term (how has this gone so
quickly!). We would like to say thank
you for all of your support this term.
With children and families going
through so much over the past few
years, we are so proud of how well the
children have all adapted to their new
routines and into life at Hearsall Community Academy.

Tapestry
Please feel free to post your own observations on Tapestry, sharing what the children are doing at home. The children love sharing
photographs from home with their friends at school and we make
sure that we spend time looking at them.

